-- Chapter 1 --

Man hunts and struggles.
Woman intrigues and dreams;
she is the mother of fantasy,
the mother of the gods.
She has second sight,
the wings that enable her to fly
to the infinite of
desire and the imagination …
The gods are like men:
they are born and they die
on a woman’s breast …
JULES MICHELET

You’re reading the advertisement: an offer
like this isn’t made every day. You read it
and reread it. It seems to be addressed to
you and nobody else. You don’t even
notice when the ash from your cigarette
falls into the cup of tea you ordered in this
cheap, dirty café (3).
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Setting: Mexico
City in the early
1960s

The advertisement should have two more words, in
bigger, blacker type: Felipe Montero. Wanted, Felipe
Montero, formerly on scholarship at the Sorbonne,
historian full of useless facts, accustomed to digging
among yellowed documents, part-time teacher in
private schools, nine hundred pesos a month. But if
you read that, you’d be suspicious, and take it as a
joke. “Address, Donceles 815.” No telephone. Come
in person (5).
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Montero?
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What is strange
about this
situation?

Then you shove your way
forward, pay the driver the
thirty centavos, squeeze
yourself in among the
passengers already
standing in the aisle, hang
onto the overhead rail,
press your brief case
tighter under your left arm,
and automatically put your
left hand over the back
pocket where you keep
your billfold (7).

What does
Felipe do for a
living?
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Why does he keep his
hand over his pocket?
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Why does he keep his
hand over his pocket?
What does this tell us
about the setting?

It’s surprising to know that anyone lives on Donceles Street. You always
thought that nobody lived in the old center of the city. You walk slowly,
trying to pick out the number 815 in that conglomeration of old colonial
mansions, all of them converted into repair shops, jewelry shops, shoe
stores, drugstores. The numbers have been changed, painted over,
confused. A 13 next to a 200. An old plaque reading 47 over a scrawl in
blurred charcoal: Now 924 (9).

Why would old
mansions no
longer be
residences?
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How old is
Mexico City
anyway?

The cheap merchandise on sale
along the street doesn’t have any
effect on that upper level; on the
baroque harmony of the carved
stones; on the battered stone saints
with pigeons clustering on their
shoulders; on the latticed balconies,
the copper gutters, the sandstone
gargoyles; on the greenish curtains
that darken the long windows; on that
window from which someone draws
back when you look at it. You gaze at
the fanciful vines carved over the
doorway, then lower your eyes to the
peeling wall and discover 815,
formerly 69 (9-11).
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You rap vainly with the knocker, that
copper head of a dog, so worn and
smooth that it resembles the head of
a canine foetus in a museum of
natural science. It seems as if the dog
is grinning at you and you let go of
the cold metal. The door opens at the
first light push of your fingers, but
before going in you give a last look
over your shoulder, frowning at the
long line of stalled cars that growl,
honk, and belch out the unhealthy
fumes of their impatience. You try to
retain some single image of that
indifferent outside world (11).

What is the overall
effect of the
description so far?
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mood: a literary element
that evokes certain feelings
or vibes in readers through
words and descriptions;
mood creates an emotional
setting that surrounds the
reader

The dank smell of the plants is all around you as you count out your steps,
first on the paving-stones, then on the creaking wood, spongy from the
dampness. You count to twenty-two in a low voice and then stop, with the
matchbox in your hand, and the brief case under your arm. You knock on a
door that smells of old pine. There isn’t any knocker. Finally you push it
open. Now you can feel a carpet under your feet, a thin carpet, badly laid. It
makes you trip and almost fall. Then you notice the grayish filtered light that
reveals some of the humps (13).

What is odd
about these
circumstances?

The scattered lights are
braided in your eyelashes, as
if you were seeing them
through a silken net. All you
can make out are the dozens
of flickering lights. At last you
can see that they’re votive
lights, all set on brackets or
hung between unevenlyspaced panels. They cast a
faint glow on the silver
objects, the crystal flasks, the
gilt-framed mirrors. Then you
see the bed in the shadows
beyond, and the feeble
movement of a hand that
seems to be beckoning to
you (13).

Avez vous fait des études?
Have you done any
studies?

A Paris, madame.
In Paris, ma’am.
Ah, oui, ça me fait Plaisir, toujour,
toujour. Toujour, d’entendre … oui
… vous savez … on était tellement
habitué … et après …
Ah, yes, it is a pleasure for
me, always, always. Still, to
hear … yes … you know …
I was so accustomed …
and after …

“I can tell you everything. You’ll
learn to write in my husband’s own
style. You’ll only have to arrange and
read his manuscripts to become
fascinated by his style … his clarity …
his…”
“Yes, I understand.”
“Saga, Saga. Where are you? Ici,
Saga!”
“Who?”
“My companion.”
“The rabbit?”
“Yes. She’ll come back” (21-23).
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What is
unusual
about this
interview?

What seems to
be the misunderstanding
here?

The old woman moves for the first
time since you entered her room. As she
reaches out her hand again, you sense
that agitated breathing beside you, and
another hand reaches out to touch the
Señora’s fingers. You look around and a
girl is standing there, a girl whose whole
body you can’t see because she’s
standing so close to you and her arrival
was so unexpected, without the slightest
sound—not even those sounds that can’t
be heard but are real anyway because
they’re remembered immediately
afterwards, because in spite of
everything they’re louder than the silence
that accompanies them.
“I told you she’d come back.”
“Who?”
“Aura. My companion. My niece.”
“Good afternoon.”
The girl nods and at the same instant
the old lady imitates her gesture (25).

Given what we
know so far, what
can we infer about
the old woman?
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You move a few steps so
that the light from the candles
won’t blind you. The girl keeps
her eyes closed, her hands at
her sides. She doesn’t look at
you at first, then little by little
she opens her eyes as if she
were afraid of the light. Finally
you can see that those eyes
are sea green and that they
surge, break to foam, grow
calm again, then surge again
like a wave. You look into
them and tell yourself it isn’t
true, because they’re beautiful
green eyes just like all the
beautiful green eyes you’ve
ever known. But you can’t
deceive yourself: those eyes
do surge, do change, as if
offering you a landscape that
only you can see and desire.
“Yes. I’m going to live with
you” (27).

How are eyes like
the sea?
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What is the
source of Felipe’s
decision to stay?

